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Dillingham Discusses Near lnundotion in omplex 
Col~~~! ~!:~:!ment Causes. Severe Consternation 
75th · ANNIVERSARY 
Representatives from WICB Dillingham went on to talk about 
Radio and The Ithacan met with the pros and cons of Educational 
John Mason. Potter, director of Television. At present, there is a 
Public Information, in the De· committee investigating the pos-
Motte Room. sibilities of such a television sys-
While the main purpose of the tem. The recording system for 
lectures is in full operation. 
meeting was to receive press 
cards and discuss the possibiijties 
of a Press Club for the college, 
While these recordings are not 
mandatory, the professors have 
been urged. to use the taping sys-
tem to facilitate education. 
the communications media repre-
sentatives were unexpectedly 
greeted by President Dillingham. Dr. Dillingham, in connection 
with ·the communications system 
In an informal press confer- at Ithaca CollegE;, commented on 
ence, Dr. Di)]jngham discussed 
the gro~ of the college and its 
potential. The President stressed 
the .£act ,that our 75 anniversary, 
to begin September 1967, will be 
used as a fund raising program 
for student scholarships and 
faculty salaries. He went on to 
explain that the poor faculty 
salary problem is more a fairy 
tale than a reality. In our college 
budget, the faculty salary is one 
of the major items. 
In commenting on the Perform· 
the cooperative effort between 
Cornell ·and Ithaca in the Radio 
effort. He.suggested that perhaps 
sometime in the future, we could 
join in a cooperative effort con-
cerning Education Television. 
In answer to one question, the 
President said that the enroll-
ment of the College will be kept 
around 3000 .. Although the enroll-
ment at the present .time is 3100, 
the 100 is part of our graduate 
school which is increasing every 
year. 
Ri,hard Adler Talks 
on American Creativity 
by Pavla Silby 
One of the nation's best-known 
lyricists and .composers, Richard 
Adler, addressed the student 
body on Monday night, Septem-
ber 12, in the Student Union. 
His lecture, entitled "The Crea· 
tive Person in American Life," 
consisted of anecdotes about 
famous composers and artists 
and comments on the theatre. 
Mr. Adler spoke about W. 
Somerset Maugham, Cole Porter, 
Larry Hart and Thomas Wolfe. 
He also related several incidents 
that occurred while he was 
working in conjunction with the 
White House. 
production were explained by 
Mr. Adler. When the speaker 
entered the theatre twenty years 
ago, it cost approximately $50,-
000 to produce . a Broadway 
musical. When he woi;ked on 
"Pajama Game" in 1953, the 
costs had already expanded to 
$220,000. Today the price of pro-
duction has mushroomed to half 
a million dollars. 
Mr. Adler concluded his ad-
dr~ss by singing a medley of 
his compositions. Being the com-
poser of "Pajama Game" and 
"Damn Yankees,'' he sang songs 
from ·these productions such as 
''Wbateyer Lola Wants," 'Steam 
Heat," "Hernando's Hideaway,'' 
"You've Got to Ha~ Heart," and 
"Hey There." He then,went on to 
sing·wliat·he termed his more in-
tellectual compositions. These in-
cluded the jingles from the 
Newport cigarettes and Hertz 
Rent-a-Car commercials. 
Dorm 16 
Evacuated 
At 4:30 a.m. on Tuesday, 
September 13, 59 girls were 
evacuated from Dorm 16 due to 
the breakage of a hot water 
pipe. As steam poured out of 
the basement and hot water 
gushed from the pipes, the girls 
filed quietly out of their dorm 
and moved into Dorm 21's lobby. 
Within minutes after sound-
ing the fire alarm and calling 
the campus patrol, 3 officers, 
Roger Hastings, Chuck Sinn, and 
Ed Brown, were on the scene. 
They entered the steaming 
room and turned off the water. 
Fearing a possible explosion, 
the patrolmen ordered the girls 
to remain outside their dormi-
tory. 
Fortunately, there was no need 
to call fire trucks or ambu-
lances. A red '66 Olds Cutlass 
was blocking the Emergency 
Fire Lane making passage to the 
terrace dorms impossible. It was 
towed away. 
At 5:15 am. after Mr. Charles 
21A Doused 
by Broken Pipe 
Once again, the waters flowed 
high above Cayuga. This time the 
problem was caused by a broken 
water pipe in Dorm 21, Unit A. 
The problem was noticed and 
reported by an occupant on Room 
202k on Wednesday, September 
14, at 5:55 p.m. The water lines 
for the entire section were cut 
at 6:40 p.m. while the building 
was checked oµt. 
The water pipe that broke was 
located in the ceiling of the sec-
ond floor. As a result of this, 
water flowed through the second 
and first floors. The wooden 
floors in the chapter room have 
buckled and probably will have 
to be laid again. The wall panel· 
ing in the staircase might have to 
be replaced. The rugs are com-
pletely soaked, and the smell of 
them unpleasant. 
Although the ceiling has not 
collapsed, informed sources ex-
pect this to happen as soon as the 
ceiling dries. The damage is esti· 
mated at $10,000. The contractors 
are to be held responsible for 
all damages. ) =~d ~ :::i~:t::-:: 
were coming in on September 27. 
Perhaps, a decision and breaking 
ground can start on Oct. 1. Dr. 
Whl!e ,µiis discussion wllS im-
promptu, Dr. Dillingham will be 
meeting with the staffs of WICB 
and The Ithacan on a monthly 
basis. The first news conference 
is scheduled for October 3. 
During John F. Kennedy's· ad-
ministration, Richard Adler 
handled all of the fund-raising 
benefits. He continued with this 
duty during the beginning of the 
Johnson administration also. In 
his work with the White House, 
Mr. Adler came in contact with 
such stars as Danny Kaye, Mari-
lyn Monroe and Bob Hope. Of 
course, he also became 'acquaint-
ed with John F. Kennedy and 
Lyndon Johnson. 
The most recent projects of 
Richard Adler include two Fulton checked the system, the Most of the water damage was 
in rooms 201A, 202A, and 10IA, 
IC Museum 
f of Art Opens 
~ September 6 
The Ithaca College Museum of 
Art iocated in the old adminis· 
tration building on Buffalo 
Street, opened Tuesday,.. Septem-
ber .6, with an exhibition of 31 
paintings, drawings, and prints 
' entitled "Cross Section of Con-
temporary Art." The items were 
selected for the American Fed· 
eration of Arts by Samuel Wag· 
staff, Jr., curator of paintings at 
the Wadsworth Antheneum in 
Hartford, Conn. 
Many of the artists such as 
Avery, Blaine, de Niro, Katz 
and Porter, use. tradition.al sub-, 
ject matter which bring together· 
the most· important styles of art 
being produced today in this 
country. Other important cate-
gories exemplified in this exhi· 
bition are the totally abstract 
color studies of Albers, Leon 
Polk Smith and the examples of 
flat geometric spacial divisions 
based on optical reflex, · such as 
the works of Anuszkiewicz and 
Martin. 
Also represented are examples 
of the realism of the sixties,. the 
car.efully delineated reproduc· 
tions of common objects. Con-
temporary _ in technique and 
feeling, the form of these pie· 
- tures is based on space and 
color researches of our time. 
The "Cross Section of Con-
temporary Art" will be on ex· 
hibit through September 24. 
Hours are Tuesday through Sat-
urday from 11 a.m. to 5 -p.m. 
-
(Continued on page 8) 
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girls returned to their dorm. the graduate students apartment. 
The vast changes in theatre 
Dean Davies Appointed 
New Provost of College 
Regala States Draft 
Deferment Policies 
Dr. Robert Davies, Dean of 
Arts and Sciences, has been ap-
pointed to the newly created 
position of provost. It will be his 
responsibility to co-ordinate, 
guide and direct the academic 
work of all three schools. In his 
new capacity, Dr. Davies will be 
Press Box 
Complete~ 
involved with academic records, A student will be deferred if S_elective Service system. The 
admission and disciplinary action he is in college and if he has local draft board may not fol-
as well as curricula .of LC. a . satisfactory rank in class or low the above specifically. It 
has passed the draft deferment 'll d d ·ts In his work with these aspects w1 epen upon 1 manpower 
examination. d 
of the college program, Dr. nee s. 
Davies will relieve the President These students .are deferred: 2. The general rules stated 
of some of the excessive burdens Top half at the end of freshman above are correct now. These, of 
placed on him by the growth year or a score of 70 on the course, may be changed at any 
and development of the college. exam. Top 213 at the end of the time. 
sophomore year or a score of 70 3. If the student does not Dean Davies came to I.C. in 
1964 from Thiel College. There on tbe.exam. Top 314 at the end graduate in four years due to 
of the junior year or a score of course change, school change, or he was professor of English and 
chairman of that department for 
70 on the exam. A student going 
to graduate school· must rank in 
the top 1/4 of his senior class or 
have a score of 80 on the exam. 
poor academic record, the above 
rules do not apply and th~ stu. 
dent should check with his local 
draft board. 
These girls have been evacuated 
temporarily. 
One person employed by rffi'e 
college who was on the scene 
was quoted as saying that this 
probtem, the second within 48 
hours, occurred because people 
were moved into these new resi-
dences too quickly. 
~gberi llinion 
fxhibiting. 
Atrfi by Amemi 
An exhibit of woodcuts by 
Irving Amen, one of America's 
foremost artists, has been placed 
in the Egbert .Union Lounge at 
Ithaca College, The exhibit, open 
Scoreboard fixed 
six years. During· four of those 
years, he also served as chair-
man of the humanities divisio!],, 
including the departments of 
English, Art, Languages, PhilOSO· 
phy, Music, and Religion .• 
A student who satisfies nei-
ther requirement will be classi-
fied lA. He will be ordered to 
take the physical. examination. If 
he passes the physicial examina-
tion he will be ordered for in-
duction. If he is in school at the 
time of receipt of the orders, 
the orders will be cancelled. The 
student's record will be re-
viewed again at the end of that 
academic year. If he still does 
not satisfy either requirement 
he 'Yfil be inducted. If he does 
satisfy one of the requirements 
he will then be classified 25. -
4. If the student has further to the general public, will con. 
questions, he should check with tinue through October 7. 
A newly built Press Box and 
completely refurbished commu-
nication system has been com-
pleted for the football field, it 
was announced today by George 
Herren, Director of College 
Properties. · 
Mr. Davies received the B.A. 
degree from Wheaton College in 
1941, after completing two years 
at Hampton Sydney College. He 
earned tha master of arts and 
The newly constructed sports 
communication center is de- Ph. D. degrees from t}le Univer-. 
signed to serve all stadium sity of Pennsylvania. Additional 
crowds, the news, statistical and graduate work was done at 
radio media. Total construction U.CL.A. and New York Univer-
cost for material and labor sity. 
amounted to approximately $750. In 1958, he published his doc. 
Even though yie entire pro- toral ~tion on Paul Elmer 
ject is one of temporary use, More, essayist, critic and editor. 
the hope has been expressed The new Provost has also pub-
that it will be considered by the lished articles, short stories ·and 
student body as one of perman- book reviews, most of which deal 
ancy. with education. 
PLEASE NOTE THE 
FOLLOWING 
1. These are the general rules 
sent to the local boards by the 
:;-
his local draft board or with Mr. Amen, whose woodcuts 
the Local Board here in Ithaca. are to be found on permanent 
OF SPECIAL INTEREST 
IN THE ITHACAN 
THIS WEEK 
Bahar p. 
Olatunji p. 
Phaethon p. 
Trivia p. 
Greeks .... p. 
Dream World Series p. 
Football p. 
2 
5 
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
display in a number of leading 
rn,useums and galleries, has won 
high praise from critics and 
curators. Jacob Kaimen, curator 
of the Division of Graphic Arts, 
Smithsonian Institution, says: 
"Amen's technical Brilliance is 
not of the virtuoso but of the 
master who can conjure up the 
special properties that make the 
woodcut so fascinating, so nobly 
rude and yet so limpid and ele-
gant . . : There is a great 
felicity in his work which re-
veals Amen as the visi,onary 
(Continued on page 9) 
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Ithaca College Greets New~ Faculty 
New Department Heads Other Faculty Appointed 
Graduate Siucllies 
Hushcnng lBahcmr 
has no desire to merge them; in- in 1940 from Stanford. He has Arts & Sciences business for the past 21 ~ years, 
ste;_id the divisions will comple- been the recipient of many either in administrative or ac-
B.S. degree in social science in 
1950, and of the 'university of 
Virginia, where she received the 
M.A. degree in 1961. She bas 
been the recipient of a number 
ment each other. For example, awards and honors, including The appointment of three new counting positions. He holds a 
the skills of drama students will the Abraham Rosenberg Re- assistant professors to the Ithaca B.S. degree from the University 
The Department of Graduate be employed in the acting end of search Fellowship at Stanford, College faculty was announced of Nevada where ·he majored in 
and Extension Services is under broadcast operations. 1930-40, Ford Fellowship, 1955- today. The three are Frank W. accounting and _minored in eco-
tlie new direction of Professor Before heading the Drama De- 56, Carnegie Institution of Wash- Darrow, chemistry; Mrs. Ella A. nomics; and an M.S. degree from 
Hushang Bahar. Mr. Bahar re- partment, Mr. Hoerner designed ington Fellowship, 1957, Fellow- Erway, drama and speech; and Clarkson College of -Technology, 
places Dr. William Grimshaw sets and directed productions ship of the American Association William T. Murphy, business ad- where he majored in industrial 
who retired in July. along with his teaching assign. for the Advancement of Science, ministration. management and minored in 
of awards and honors1 including 
the LycluID>s Society (West Vir-
ginia women's honorary society) 
award, Philip Francis duPont 
Fellowship and the Thomas Jef- ., 
fenj()n Foundation Fellowship. Previously, the Director of ments at Ithaca College. Since and a special fellowship from Prof. Darrow comes to Ithaca operation research. 
Graduate and Extension Services his chairmanship, he has the National Cancer Institute, College from Earlham college 
handled evening studies, sum- dropped these activities and 1965-66. He has had continuous where he was a visiting as.5istant 
mer sessions and extension limited his teaching role in support for his research since professor. He has done research 
courses on the graduate level order to better serve in ad- 1952, either from the National on the conductance-viscosity be-
alone. Now Mr. Bahar will also ministrative capacities. Science Foundation or from the havior for concentrated solutions 
have jurisdiction over the eve- Professor Hoerner, who earned National Institute of Health. of several electrolytes of low 
ning and summer .undergraduate both the Bachelor of Fine Arts Currently he is working under dielectric constant. 
programs. and Master of Science degrees a National Science Foundation 
Th d . t to IC He received the B.A. degree e new rrec or comes from IC, has been a member of grant for the development of 
f C · c ·ty c 1 at Williams College in 1961 and rom orrung ommurn o - the faculty since 1938. Pre- teaching aids in embryology. 
the Ph. D. degree at the Univer-He is prominent in profes-lege where he had been director viously he had experience as a 
of the Office of Evening, Ex:ten- stage designer, commercial artist 
sion and Summer School since and cartographer. 
1964. Prior to that position, he 
Biology Dept. 
Louis Delaney 
sity of Pennsylvania in 1965. 
sional and scientific organiza-
:Mrs. Erway has been an assis-tions and has been membership 
chairman and chairman of the tant professor at Northwestern 
zoology department, Indiana and Whitworth Colleges, lecturer 
at Hunter College and instructor 
Academy of Science, director of at Teachers College of Columbia 
a regional Developmental Bi- University. She has an A.B. de-
ology conference, vice president gree from Wheaton College, the 
of the Indiana Chapter of the M.A. degree and a doctorate in 
held the post of Director of Cor-
rection Education for the State 
of Florida. There he developed 
a series of correspondence 
courses on the junior and senior 
high school levels for use by 
the Department of Correction 
for that state. 
One of the nation's leading re- American Association of Uni- education from Teachers College, 
search scholars in the field of and has also done advanced 
versity Professors, president of 
Professor Bahar has several Amphibia has been named chair- work at the University of Okla-
books to his credit. A native of man of biology at Ithaca Col- the DePauw-Wabash Sigma Xi 
Iran, he is the author of Getting lege, it was announced today. Club, and is currently program 
to Know Iran and Iraq. He has Prof. Louis DeLanney is co- officer of the American Society 
homa,. University of Minnesota 
and Eastern Washington State 
College. 
also written another book about author of four textbooks in of Zoologists. Prof. Murphy has been in 
the· poetry of his father, Prof. biology and of numerous articles 
M. T. Bahar. At present, Mr. in scholarly or scientific jour-
Bahar is writing a text for intro- nals and is widely recognized 
ductory sociology, designed for for his studies of vertebrates 
those students who will not be between fish and reptiles, as 
majoring in that field. well as his studies of the chicle 
Mr. Bahar earned his Indian embryo. 
Forest Service degree at the In his research he has worked 
Indian Forest College in Debra· with other leading biologists, es-
Dun, India. He received his pecially those in the Mid-West. 
Bachelor of Arts in sociology As a teacher, his interests have 
and his Master of Arts in an- been in biology, developmental 
thropology from the University biology, embryology and anatomy. 
of Montana. He is a doctoral He comes to Ithaca College 
candidate at the University of from Wabash College, Craw-
:Michigan. fordsville, Indiana, where he has 
Radio and! TV 
Ge.orge Hoerner 
Professor George Hoerner, 
h~d of the Drama Department, 
will also head the Department 
of Television and Radio at Ithaca 
College beginning this year. 
As head of both departments, 
Mr.- Hoerner hopes to bring the 
two closer together. However, he 
been a member of 'the faculty 
since 1949, and professor of 
zoology since 1957. Previously, he 
had been an assistant prof-essor 
of biology at the University of 
Notre Dame, assistant professor 
of physiology at San Jose State 
College, and instructor of bi-
ology at Stanford. 
He received the B.A. degree in 
1935 from the University of Cali- , 
fornia, Los Angeles, the M.A. 
degree in 1936 from the same 
institution, and the PhD. degree 
WELCOME BACIK 
--TO-
11Y oull' Downtown Rendevous" 
204 N. TIOGA ST. 
Names You Bcnow fov Qualify 
BERNAT - BRUNSWICK 
COLUMBIA - MINERVA - SPINNERIN 
Over 200 Different Pattern Books 
Assistance with Problems 
with your purchase. 
!FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE 
/For All Your Insurance Needs 
MOSES PETER 
419 W. Buffalo St. 
273-5693 
BOX CAR 
SUNDAY 
AfternoQ_n-Pro Sports on 2511 color set 
Evening-Feature length movies* 
2 showings 
*(Bridge on the River Kwai, Under the Yum Yum Tree, 
Anatomy of a Murder, On the Waterfront, Bye Bye 
Birdie, and other greats) 
MONDAY thru WEDNESDAY 
Old ·time Fliques--continuous 
THURSDAY 
Rock and Roll* begin~ing at 8:45 p.m.r 
*(Ronnie Dio, Bobby Comstock, The Masque, Oz & Enbs, 
Big Daddy, Exotics, and others) 
!FRIDAY 
Afternoon-Rock & Roll 4-7 
Evening-Smooth band 9-1 (tie & jacket) 
.SATURDAY 
Evening-Smooth band 9-1 (tie & jacket) 
BOX-CAR 
Rt. 3~6 ITHACA 
History 
She has been especially inter-
ested in the anti-slavery move-
ment in Virginia just prior to 
the Civil War, and her_ master's 
dissertation dealt with this, as 
The appointment of three new have her publications in histori-
members of the history faculty ·cal journals. 
at Ithaca College was announced Mr. Fuller has taught at the 
today. They are Mrs. Patricia State Unversity College at 
Prickett Hiclcin, David W. Fuller, Plattsburg as an assistant pro-
assistant professors, . and Mrs. fessor of social studies. During 
Marth-a M. Garland, instructor. the past year he has been a 
Mrs. Hickin, who has been a graduate assistant. at Western' 
member of the faculty at SONY Reserve University where he is 
College at Cortland for the past studying for his doctorate, He 
two years, and previously taught recefved the A.B. degree in 195.!l-
eight years in elementary and fro.,.m..._Marietta College and the 
junior high schools is a ·graduate M.A. degree in 1954 from Ohio 
of the Richmond Professional State University. 
Institute, where she received the (Continued on page 6) 
Would you believe 
there's a happening 
at 
HASKELL DAVIDSON'S? 
Come see for yourself 
at 
that store for men 
B~ & Kuu;, eo. 
Corner of State & Aurora Sts. 
ATTENTION FRESHMAN 
invites you to 
_a FREE DRINK of your choice-
colce, orange, root beer 
.Pust cut this ad out and 
bring it with your freshman hat 
Mc-DONALD'S HAMBURGERS 
Elmira Road 
I 
~ 
.Amen except for three years spent in 
-(Continued from pa,go 1) the armed forces during World 
War II, he has been studying 
poet who does not forget that he and creating ever since. He has 
is also a woodcutter and a de- traveled abroad frequently to 
signer." work with other artists, to paint 
Amen, a native of New York and to carve. His first exhib,ition 
City, won a scholarship to Pratt of woodcuts was in 1948 af the 
Institute at the age of 14, and, New School or Social Research 
AT 
OUR 
NEW 
AUTO SERVICE 
GARAGE 
214-216 
W. STATE ST. 
ITHACA, N.Y. 
We do ... 
EVERYTHING! 
except 
"BODY-WORK'' 
Come in & Meet 
"BIG BILL LINSZ" 
Store Manager 
GRAND 
OPENING. 
GOING ON 
. ~ . Right Now 
FREE GIFTS 
FOR EVERYONE-
in New York; his second was at 
the Smithsonian· Institution. 
Since then he has repeatedly 
displayed his woodcuts and his 
abstract paintings in one man 
shows in the principal cities of 
the United States and Europe. 
Unlike most exhibits spon-
sored in the Union, all prints are 
offered for sale. It was pointed 
out by Sharon Staz, Egbert 
Union Program Director, that 
this is a most unusual oppor-
tunity for students to secure a 
fine work of art. Anyone inter-
ested in purchasing a print 
should see Miss Staz as soon as 
possible. 
Several other exhibits are 
planned for the rest of the year: 
October 12-November 2-Pa-
tricia Benson . - mixed media 
originals on loan from the artist. 
November 7-November 20-
Exhibit No. 2-original cartoons 
on loan from the National Car-
toonists Society. 
December I-December 23--
Japan II-prints on loan from 
Oregon State University. 
February I-February 22--
Patrick Henry, Son -<(_ Thunder 
- premier showing - original 
photographs on loan from the 
artist, E. Demarst Peterson. 
March I-March 18-Willard 
State Hospital exhibit. 
• April 8-April 30-Student 
Art Show · 
May 4-May 25-Contempor-
ary Miniature Prints-on loan 
from the Pratt Graphic Art 
Center. 
Patterson's 
Mobilgas 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
Comer Buffalo 
& 
Aurora Streets 
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Herrefil Appointedl 
Durectoir cF Propeiritae$ 
Succeeds Cot IHl(t!Jlhiirn 
Olatwinji lFerst: , 
Otrn Goid acrndl 
fB3~l1.!le Series 
The appointment of George E. 
Herren as Director of Properties 
at Ithaca College was announced 
by President Dillingham. Herren 
will succeed George Hahn, re-
tired Air Force officer, who es-
tablished the position. 
Mr. Herren, assumed his new 
post on July 1, and has had wide 
experience in his field. He has 
served as an appraiser for a 
realty firm, as associate drafts-
man for a consulting engineer-
ing firm, and was employed in 
making field surveys for a gen-
eral contracting firm. All in 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
He has served in the air-
borne infantry of the Army and 
holds the rank of captain. He is 
presently assigned to the head-
quarters staff of the 392nd 
Regiment, in Ithaca, and is in 
S-4 (Logistics). 
He was graduated from the 
University of Ohio in 1956 with 
the Bachelor of Fine Arts de-
gree. He attended high school in 
Lakewood High School. 
Adler 
(Continued from page 1) 
Broadway musicals, "A Mother's 
Kiss,'' and "When in Rome." 
Both are slated to open within 
the next year. He just completed 
the music for an hour-long pro-
Eldridge Studies 
Religious Musk 
in Europe 
Frank L. Eldridge, an Ithaca 
College associate professor of 
music, will spend four months 
in Europe studying religious 
music. 
Prof. Eldridge left Ithaca on 
September 11 for London/and is 
spending most of the first semes-
ter studying Reformation and 
Western European sacred music. 
The study includes present day 
religious music, including music 
relating to the ecumenical move-
ment. He will carry on his study 
in the British Isles and in West-
by Alan Hyman 
The Gold and Blue is almost 
here-the Gold and Blue concert 
series that is, starting on 
September 19 with Olatunji and 
His Drums of Passion. Four con-
certs are included in the Gold 
series and four in the Blue with 
money saving series tickets 
available for both. Students will 
be admitted to Gold concerts 
with a series ticket· costing $5.00 
and Blue .concerts with a series 
ticket costing -4.00. Each series 
ticket saves the student two or 
three dollars. 
Describing and listening to 
the music and program of 
Olatunji is a unique experience. 
As Olatunji himself puts it, 
"When we speak of African 
music we mean, songs, drums, 
and claptraps; some reed instru-
ments, woodwinds, xylophone, 
etc. There is no written music-
no notes. Rhythm is the soul of 
art and the foundation of our 
music." 
This exciting group of danc-
ern Europe. ers, musicians and singers will 
In addition to being a profes- present the music of Africa at 
sor of music and organist at its thrilling and intriguing best. 
Ithaca College, he is minister "The drum is an important 
of music at the First Unitarian instrument in African orches-
Church in Ithaca, and previously tras," says Olatunji. "It is the 
has been chief organist at the frame within which our music is 
First Congregational Church of created. It is the determinant of 
Los Angeles. the shape and sound of our 
duction to be seen on "ABC Prof. Eldridge has been a songs. Drums served as •car . 
Stage '67." The television pro- member of the Ithaca College riers of messages', good or bad, 
duction, entitled "Olympus 7- faculty since 1946. He was before our modern means of 
000," will be broadcast on awarded the Bachelor of Music communication." 
September 28, at IO p.m. degree in 1940 by Northwestern For an evening unique to the 
Following the lecture, Mr. Ad- University, and the Master's de- college itself, see Olatunji and 
ler held an informal discussion gree in music from the same His Drums of Passion, Septem-
in the student union lounge. institution in 1941. her 19, in the Gym at 8:15. 
MAYER'S SMOKE SHOP 
Established 1899 
205 E. State St. - Across from fFirsil' NatnonaD Banik 
One of the most complete Tobacco Shops 
on Central New Yovk 
= 
also, featuring a wide selection, ( ovell 2000 '(J:itUes) o* 
TOBACCO PRODUCTS 
Cigars-Sc-$1.00 
domestic-import_ecl 
Cigarettes-
all the popular andl 
many of the harder-
to-find. 
Tobaccos-
over a hundred !brands 
!PAPER BACK BOOKS 
lBooks fforr «:~ass u"oom" 
generaD rreadling" 
Dli'i1Sil'D'uctiorro a1n1dl p0eCDS1!.l11i"e 
----~ 
SMOKIERS' SIUPIPUIES 
<> 
Pipes-
lOunhill, Camay, 
G.IB.IB., Sasieni, 
~{aywoodie, etc. 
lighters-
Tobacco !Pouches 
fi>ipe Racks 
!Eltpero- fi>ipe IR.epairung 
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bits and pieces 
The Ithacan By S. J. Lenox Did you know that pianos in fraternity houses must match the 
decor ... that -the Hi Rise dinner 
lines are so long that they meet 
Published weekly by and for the students of Ithaca College 
. . .. .. .. . . .. . .............. Rene Burrough 
. . . . . .. K. Jeffrey Falkner 
in -the Pub ... that WGB passed 
Editor-in-Chief 
Managing Editor 
Business Manager . . . . . . . . ....................................... Stephen Feeser 
a rule they didn't know about 
. . . that someone ran a boat 
aground in the middle of Cayuga 
Lake ... that the practice teach-
ers are awfully tired . . . that the 
Outing Club is planning a hike 
to the new complex ... that the 
Speech Clinic is now a regular 
professional clinic . . . that iron-
ing boards are disappearing from 
Dorm 9 . . . that it took 4 fire 
engines to put out the TV fire 
at Trav's . . . that Delta Sig has 
................................... Stephen Wallace Ass't Business Manager 
Faculty Advisor ... . . . .. . . .. . .. . . ... . .. ...... . ............ John Mason Potter 
News 
Feature 
Sports 
Literary 
Art ........... . 
Paula Silbey 
Penny Oswald 
Bill Goodhue 
...... .. . . . .. P. G. Yorkis 
......... Eric Muller 
Advertising . . . . . . . . . . . ...... Lois R. Moses 
Copy . . . ..... ... .... . .................... Michael Ollins 
Photography . . . ..... . .. . ..... Warren Kyprie 
Exchange ....................... Stephen Schiffman 
Correspondence ........................ Sue Wayne 
Staff-M. Decherney, L. Friend, W. Gillespie, A. Hyman, K. Johnson, S. Lenox, L. Race, 
' its 5th house in 4 years .•. that 
the Snack Bar in the Hi Rise still 
isn't open. on Sunday . : . that tli.e 
Star Spangler Banner is the new 
anthem of the Union ... ,that the 
J. Sedwin, D. Weingart. 
The Ithacan Office is located in the basement of Dorm 3 on the Ithaca College South 
Hill Campus, Ithaca, New York. Phone 274-3207. The Ithacan is a member of Associated 
Collegiate Press and National Press Service. 
ashtrays we're asked to use in 
classrooms just aren't there . . . 
that flourescent lights buzz in 
B flat . . . that the rooms in the 
new complex are beautiful, even 
if they still need as of Tues.: 
Advertising call 274- 3147 - 9 A. M. to 5 P .M. 
phones, towel racks, shelves, par-
Editorial views reflect the consensus of the Editoi;ial Board. These views neither 
reflect the official position of Ithaca College nor necessarily indicate the opinion of the 
student body. 
titions for the bathroom, screens, 
curtains, front doors, furniture 
and some still need windows . . . 
that Bismarck's entangling alli-
"Now is the time for all men to come to 
the aid of their party." The above is. an old 
saying that is i>enerally use1 for testmg out 
typewriters and other ma.chu~es. Th~ reaso_n 
that this particular expression 1s used 1s that 1t 
contains most of the letters in the alphabet, 
and therefore the person testing the machine 
can check it out accurately. 
This expression would be well grounded on 
the Ithaca College campus, for here all stu-
dents should rally around the college and keep 
it growing. There are many fine opportunities 
at Ithaca on this campus alone. 
\Ve, who have been in Ithaca for many 
years now, have come to feel for this yl~ce 
kindly. We are not the dreamy eyed opt1m1sts 
who believe blindly in anything or everything. 
We believe in the potential of this campus. 
Actually, we arc all VIP's.-we are starting the 
new campus on a new path of tradition. This 
is our baby, and we can do with it what we 
like. When I say we, remember that I am not 
excludin_g the administration, faculty, and 
staffs. \Ve is' a four cornered word. 
There are times when students wiil be-
come alarmed or disturbed by various happen-
ings on this campus. Then agai.n, the Admin-
istration and Faculty have fcelmgs and emo-
tions as well. 
The important thing to remember in all_ of 
this, is that we are all--or should be-wprkmg 
for a BETTER COLEGE. Progress means no-
thing-if it accompli_shed not~ing: Progress is 
just as good as the ideas behmd it-carefully 
thought out and planned with a concern for 
the general welfare of all involved. 
As I welcome you new students to the 
college, and again say hello to our avid (some-
times calm, sometimes hostil_e) rea~ers, I re-
mind all of you that there will be times when 
your happiness h~re will be great. ~h~re are 
times when you will fondly thmk of g1vmg up. 
Then there will be times-the middle of the 
. road times--of happiness and despair. Great, if 
that happens. You're coming alive here. H?pe-
fully you will join those of us who have g1yen 
their time and effort for a better community. 
IF YOU GIVE JUST TO BE A BIG 
SHOT AND RECEIVE ACCLAIM-do re-
member that any of your peers can do that 
"o". If you give because y~u t<;>o wo~ld like to 
help a growing college-which 1s conung to the 
end of its first walking moments-assume a 
sure footing towards further improvements, 
then the college will benefit. We are too young 
to weather the ambitious and selfish designs in 
any one human being. We are not too young 
nor too old, I hope, to incorporate the many 
ideas and feelings contributed by the many 
workers of this college. 
We cannot afford the rest: the point of 
stagnation. With the completion of the build-
!~_gs, the campus might experience a "slump". 
We can afford-always-the thoughtful pause 
that refreshingly impregnates the mind with 
a desire to search for tomorrow. 
Perhaps you think this all too philosophi-
cal for the first real edition for this academic 
year. Hardly, It's not enough to say, "In a 
word, Howthehellareyou?" For after all, if 
one doesn't think before any action is under-
taken, he might not krl~w how, what, or why 
he is. / 
Our Administration has always said that 
they have the· sfudents' wishes at heart. This 
ances were simple compared .to 
the ones left here by an alumnus 
is true. However, there are times, when the ... that the Cheetah has moved 
students see one side of the issue, and the Ad- in with the monkey ... that J. B. 
ministration sees many other sides. When these Harcourt is wired for sound ... 
incidents occur, and criticisms are raised and that the Book store is out of 
tempers may flare, it is important to remember books ... that Father Graf likes 
that if WE ARE ALL TRULY CON- ice cube fights ... that the Blues 
CE.RNED AND ARE WILLING TO WORK · · T La th t Bag is co:nnng, a · . . . a 
FOR THE COLLEGE IN ITS ENTIRETY, Mom warren started the blue 
then a morning sun should quiet the discontent 
of the minds. If not-then take three steps 
back and punt, baby. 
For those of you not interested in sharing 
this way, the college has some very fine pro-
fessors. Enjoy them. But, you're education 
may not be so broad unless you are fortunate 
enough to become well acquainted with the 
few professors here \'{ho are singularly well 
rounded and complet~. · 
\Vhatever your choice, a votre sante. 
The Question Of 
/Lateness & Morality 
There have been many necessary changes 
in the Blue and Gold since the 1965 edition; 
we feel though that the clarifications made in 
some instances tend to place the student in an 
awkward position. 
Of noti~able question, is the new policy 
about lateness ·of women students in arriving 
to the residences. On page 17 on the 1966 edi-
tion, the editors have gone to great length to 
explain each detail involved in a co-ed being 
late. Under "Assistance from the Security Di-
vision," it is stated that the Safety Patrol will 
open doors for girls if arrangements are made 
prior to the lateness. However, there is no 
comment made about those girls who are more 
than a few minutes late and who have not 
called their House Mot.hers (so that she can 
make arrangements). 
While this clarification is fine-as far as 
bulletin board craze . . . that 
J.B.S. has the world of Jazz show 
every Fri. from 12-2 a.m. on 
WICB-FM ... that Warren 
Benson is back teaching . . . that 
we have an Italian sculptor in 
residence ... that' Dorm No. 21 
just got a yellow door . . . that 
we' all live in a yellow submarine 
. .. that West Lab is like a peni-
tentiary ... 
As. I See It 
As I See It Ithaca College has 
done it again! Somehow there 
seems to be more students than 
there are accommodations, and I 
wonder why this situation wasn't 
avoided or ·at least lessened. All 
logical reasoning would suggest 
that authorities of Ithaca Col-
lege, when accepting 1100 fresh-
men. had some idea that ·the 
new dorms, wouldn't be finished 
in September. 
In my three years at Ithaca 
College, I have witnessed an 
amazing growth in both the en-
rollment and the size of the 
campus. There is a feeling held 
by many students that LC. is 
more concerned with the physi-
cal growth of the college than 
with the individual needs of its 
students. 
it goes-there seems to be a slight omission There are many members of 
that was presented to some girls during a the administration who express 
House Meeting. The omission states that any a sincere interest in the student 
girls who fail to contact the House Mother and body. But this interest is not 
who arrive late, will be checked by the Safety shown where it is needed most. 
Patrol for the following: condition of the girl's The practical aspects of college 
clothing; condition of her hair; any comments life have been overlooked. 
made by her which might be later held against It is all very well to tell the 
her; and if she has been drinking. 30 boys living in the dating 
· According to the House Mother who men- lounge -and the boys housed in 
tioned this little rule, it was passed by WGB. the Ithaca Hotel that their living 
Last year's WGB does not remember passing conditions are temporary. But 
it; this year's Board has not met -yet. just try to tell these boys how 
Aside from that problem, this regulation they are expected to study in 
seems to imply that any girls who forget-per- an overcrowded room with no 
haps innocently-to call first if they will be desks. I know · that the condi-
late, are almost judged guilty before any ques- tions in the basement of Dorm 
tions are asked. We. choose not to comment 12 can easily be described as 
on this now; only we think this a very sad situ- undesirable. Th~ are six boys 
ation in light of the fact that other rule~ have living in one room which, al-
in the past just seemed to pop out unexpected- though larger than a double 
ly. (Continued on page 5) 
Student Government 
by Marty Nadler· 
During my three years at barefoot in the Student Union, 
I.C., I have overheard many or why Student Services might 
comments about Student Gov- land in the hands of Adminis-
ernment. Most of them are un- tration, we must concern our-
printable; some of them are selves with Student Gov't. 
true; but there is one that is Look at your student leaders, 
very false. And it is this false ( if you know them). They can 
comment, by the way, that is be found, sometimes with diffi-
most often said about I.C. Stu- culty. Some members of Student 
cient Gov't. Gov't., in the past, were allowed 
The comment that I refer to apartments off campus. Others 
is: "There is no Student Gov't. now look out windows with 
--it's a big joke." There is only choice views from· the high rise. 
one catch, people ... the joke's I.C. Student Gov't. has 
on us, because there is a small power. Right now it's in the 
group of students that pass hands of the minority ... and 
rules and regulations for ALL the majority will suffer. Stu-
to follow. So far the rules have dent leaders cannot continue to 
been fair (Most of them, at any be pacified (It's easy to cater 
) to a few.) Look around people, 
rate · rhoose leaders who will lead 
If we ask wqy we can't walk you-not feed off you. 
From The Mailroom 
by Steve Schiffmen 
There is a certain amount of excitement that is felt by all 
those involved with the beginning of the new school year. The 
summer is usually thought of as being all too bot and too long, 
and all it does is help sharpen the anxiety for returning. Profes-
sor, administrator, and student alike, sit through the last days 
of August wondering what the new year will bnng, and how he 
will react to the new problems and situations which will un-
doubtedly confront him during the next ten months. Unfortu-
nately, this electrifying sensation soon dies, and we fall into a 
predicament which can be called the "mundane routine of get-
ting art" education." · 
Few students really dread the day when they will once 
again walk through the ivy covered halls, to receive an educ.i-
tion. Perhaps this is caused by the uncertainy of the summer, 
no roots are established, no truly permanent positiou obtained. 
School provides the student with an amount of security. There-
fore, that first day back on campus is celebrated with loud, 
almost ridiculous "hellos" to friend and foe alike. "Glad to see 
ya, how was your summer, you look good,"'etc., is heard in 
every hall, every room, and on every quad on the campus. 
We can not include the freshman in this group. For the 
most part, they aren't fully aware of why they \ire in college, 
and their_ excitement is brought about from the l!ewness of their 
surroundmgs. 
This excitement is usually carried through registration, and 
up until the first day of classes. Then, something happens. As 
if a plague has suddenly struck, the campus noise becomes sub-
dued. The talk turns from the summer, to the new professor, the 
first assignment, and what girl is tryint to get what boy. School 
has really begun at this pomt. There 1s a faint sigh of relief at 
this moment, as we settle back into our comfortable rut. 
It is this rut which destroys our year. While the thoughts 
of the fall were centered around education, once we are involved 
in that process, we are content to forget that main objective. 
We concern ourselves with matters of less importance, but 
which consume much more time. The enthusiasm we carried 
back from our vacation, fades more rapidly than does the 
summer tan. We are left sitting, smiling complacently, observ-
ing the scene which is before us. Instead of "knocking them 
dead," we watch in amazement others doing as we would do, 
if we could only muster enough energy. If it were possible, to 
hold on to that electrifying stimulation for a few weeks, how 
much better off we would be. Enthusiasm is the key to success 
in school, unfortunately, we only have that enthusiasm until 
classes begin. 
Well, Higgledy-Piggledy is back! We hope you all had as 
good a summer as we did. We also hope that all of you who 
helped make this column a success last year will again con-
tribute your poetry to us. To the class of 1970, welcome. We 
have faith that among your great; number you have some able 
bodied writers of poetry who wish to see their work and name 
in print. Please, collect all your poems, put them in an envelope 
and send them to us care of The Itkac(l,11,.. 
Since ~e have no poems to print this week we've decided to 
take up a matter that we were not able to mention last year, 
South Hill, The Ithaca College Literary Magazine. The Spring 
1966 issue happens to contain some very fine poetry. The 
format and notes on the contributors were most appealing. There 
was, however, one point which was most annoying. This was 
the fact that of the thirty-two works published, fifteen were 
written by the members of the Editorial Staff. It seems very 
peculiar that almost half the work selected and printed was 
that belonging to the group of students who were supposed to 
be unbiased. Why this ever came about is unknown, but it is 
hoped that such a situation will not arise in the future. 
0 0 . 0 
Love is a proud and gentle thing 
a better thing to own 
Than all of the wide impossible 
stars over the heavens blown. 
The Door 
Orrick Johns 
mlll'llB p ha et: h On ''Horo Uoa PhAothon who drove h1o f11thor'o 
· car; though ho f..Uod greatly, :vot ho von-
. tured more. - --Ovid 
ONE MILLION DOLLARS 
The Vietnamese war is a war of many fronts, and, as 
Napolean learned, it is difficult if not impossible to win a multi-
front war. Not all of the fronts are military. It is of~en said 
that a crucial step towards winning the war in Vietnam is to 
win the hearts and minds of the people. This front, though not 
as spectacular or newsworthy as · the battlefield, may be the 
most important front of the war. But relatively little is being 
done. Of our current total expenditure in South Vietnam less 
than one percent is devoted to economic and social causes. · 
These two causes have been termed vital in the struggle for 
winning the Vietnamese hearts and minds. Our ninety-nine 
percent outlay of military expenditure has led us into a snake's 
jaws. We are in so deeply that we can't back out without serious 
injury in both military and political realms. It seems at this 
moment that the military situation can only lead to more in-
volvement, possibly a generalized land war, including the com-
munist Chinese, throughout South East Asia. Our involvement 
cannot be curtailed, but it can be modified. A shift in emphasis 
is needed. 
It has always been said that communism breeds on poverty, 
sickness, and disease. On these, planes and guns have little 
effect. Economic aid and social development do. So rather than 
getting out of Vietnam, the United States should get into 
Vietnam, wish programs of economic reform and modernization, 
and with extensive medical aid to the civilian population. 
These changes will not end the war overnight. They will, 
however, make a solution to the war more feasible. Raising liv-
ing standards and improving transponation, communication, 
and education will foster a growth of national identity and a 
cohesiveness which will make the Viet Cong all but obsolete. 
If money must be spent, this is one of the better ways of spend-
ing it. 
The latest government figure on the cost per Viet Cong kill 
1s one million doHars. 
Jeffrey Bruce Sedwin 
WELCOME BACK 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
STUDENTS 
Kentucky Fried Chicketro 
704 W. Buffalo Street 
Ithaca, N.Y. Phono 273-8444 
Complete chickeD"B IFaslhi «Dirndl 
Shrimp Dinners 
Homemade Salads 
Stop in and try oluirr 
delicious foods._ 
Book Review 
Poenis on Poetry, edited and compiled bv Robert \Vallace 
and James G. Taaffe, is a superb anthology ~f 250 poems, re-
flecting the _artist's deepest thoughts about the nature and 
nurture of his craft. One sees the poet as an individual 1m-
pa_ssioned by, yet deeply concerned with, all aspects of his cre-
ation. 
The editors of this volume have chosen to divide it into 
eight parts--each part illuminating a little more of the poet's 
world. Although the poems often express various and contra-
dictory points of view, one realizes that the poet's reaction to 
his world is expressed with both an emotional tone and a self-
critical attitude. The poet is seen not as simply a worker turn-
ing out mass production but as a man who experiences ( whether 
physically or emotionally) exactly what he writes. He is a man 
like all other men except he expresses what he perceives through 
poetry. One can appreciate, and even experience, the totality of 
the poet's world simply by reading poems like "Sonnet" by 
Edwin ·Arlington Robinson: 
Oh for a poet-for a b1:acon bright 
To rift this changeless glimmer of dead gray; 
To spirit back the Muses, long astray, 
And flush Parnassus with a newer light; 
To put these little sonnet-men to flight 
Who fashion, in a shrewd mechanic way, 
Songs without souls, that flicker for a day, 
To vanish in irrevocable night. 
\Vhat does it mean, this barren age of ours? 
· Here are the men, the women, and the flowers, 
The seasons, and the sunset, as before. 
What does it mean? Shall there not one arise 
To wrench one banner from the western skies, 
And mark it with his name forevermore? 
As unique as this anthology of poetry is, it is especially good 
because it can be appreciated on more than one level. Since 
every poem is a fine creation in its own right, everyone, even 
those who are not looking for a book of poems about poetry, 
will find for themselves marvelous and exciting verse contained 
within the 320 pages. The selection of contributors runs the 
gamut from the accepted genius of Shakspeare to the more 
modern approach of Dylan Thomas-and who amongst us 
cannot find some pleasure within such a wide scope? 
Poems and Poetry "The Mirrors Garland," edited by Robert 
Wallace and -James G. Taffe, E. P. Dutten and Co., Inc. 
1%5. This book is avail.able at the Ithaca College Union 
Bookstore. 
by j.b. 
As I See It (Continued from 'P(J,ge 4) 
room, has no space for desks 
and inadequate "closet" space. 
It's bad enough when dorms 
have no heat, hot water, or 
doors, but overcrowded rooms 
are anti~ucational. 
There are ways to alleviate 
this problem. Why not leave the 
library open- later or open a 
THE 
ORIENTAL 
SHOP 
Chinese, 
Japanese 
East Asian 
few classrooms at night so these 
students can study at desks. 
These arc just two suggestions 
that might help. They don't 
erase undesirable living condi-
tions or answer the question 
why these students are paying a 
set fee for inferior quarters. 
Perhaps if we had been noti-
fied of these conditions, resent-
ment wouldn't be so high. I'm 
tired of attempting to seek out 
answers and explanations which 
should be provided to the stu-
dents without asking. If there is 
a plausible explanation why the 
dorms are crowded, why not 
case the resentment by stating 
this exp~anation? 
Susan Wayne 
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11 Statement of Policy 
The lth,lca~ will print all letters from Ithaca College students, 
faculty, and administration providing that they are signed. Although 
at times we may print letters from other sources, we do not make 
this our practice. 
The Ithacan respects our readers' opinions and will allow space 
for all to express their opinions provided that they are not libelous, 
slanderous, or directly injurious to a person or institutions reputa-
tion and/or character. 
All letters become the property of the Ithacan, and we reserve 
the right to refuse to publish letters submitted to us. 
Dear Editor, 
It has come to our attention 
through personal interviews and 
through witnessing the actions 
of this year's freshmen, that the 
orientation program is failing in 
its main purpose; to orient the 
incoming class to the school, it's 
songs, the upper classmen and 
the ways of school life. 
There seems to be an apathy 
within the Freshmen class that 
stems from the lack of assem-
blies to instill spirit, teach songs 
and mottos that have been tra-
ditional during orientations in 
the past. 
The freshmen are not required 
to wear name tags enabling 
upper classmen to get to know 
them, and' they show disrespect 
to upper classmen by neglecting 
to tip their beanies. The fight 
song is intended to add to tlie 
spirit of Ithaca College at foot-
ball and basketball gam~s and 
other intrcollegiate events. The 
freshmen are not only un-
familiar with the words, but the 
melody is as foreign as the 
Yugoslavian national anthem. · 
It is a shame that this year's 
freshmen were deprived, but we 
hope that in future years the 
orientation program in future 
years will be improved by these 
mistakes. 
Sincerely, 
Gary Herman 
Lois Katz 
Tina Berman 
Barbara Schwartz 
Roberta Simon 
Joan Wachtenbeim 
Dear Ithaca College Students: 
The Ithaca College Safety Di-
vision and Department of Build-
ing and Grounds are faced with 
the problem of cars parked il-
legally behind dormitories, block-
ing roads to construction areas, 
and blocking fire lanes. It has be-
come neeessary at time to tow 
some of these cars away at the ex-
pense of the student, and we 
would rather not do this. 
Please make sure you are 
parked in your authorized area 
at all times. 
Both departments are ea@"er 
and willing to eleviate congested 
areas, but they need you coopera-
tion. 
Thank you. 
Perry Noun 
Dean of Men 
MOVDlE 11UEVSEW 
by Richard Gerdau 
Returning from a fine summer of New York City film fare 
it is rather disheartening to be faced with the choice Ithaca's fou; 
theaters offer this week. Tar::.a11 !11 Tlze Valley of Gold and 
- ' Frankenstein Conquers Tiu: fVorld arc hcmg .\hown at the 
Strand. Merely the titles should be enough to warn adults to 
stay away. The mature audience is also left out at the Ithaca,. 
new screening A ,Han Called Fli11tsto11e ( derived from the Flint-
stone TV series). This lea vcs the prospective movie-goer with 
the choice of either a sub-titled Italian sex comedy, Let's Tdll 
Abo1tt Women, at the Temple or a mvsterv film. Let's Kill 
Uncle, at the State. This movie-goer c-hose -!,rt', Kill ·Uncle, 
and now must warn others about doing the same, 
Hollywood horror czar \Villiam Castle ( The House on 
Haunted Hill, .Macabre, Straitjacket) has produced and directed 
this foolish tale about an orphan boy who is shipped off to live 
with his uncle on the t~cle's island. The hoy ( Pat Cardi) is 
accompanied by a police sergeant, hired to see him safeh· to the 
island, and a girl playmate, going to the island to live ~ith her 
(Continued on page 8) 
Foods 
Oriental Gifts 
Pottery Teak 
WELCOME ITHACA COLLEGE STUDENTS 
AR 2-7710 
130 E. GREEN ST., ITHACA 
All AMERICAN 
BOY 
OF THE WEEK 
DONALD MORMILE 
PT 68 
receives 5 gallons of 
gas FREE 
at 
Frank's American 
201 W. Seneca St. 
ALTMAN & GREEN JEWELERS 
Prompt, Quality Watch & Jewelry 
Repair Service 
FREE ESTIMATES GIVEN 
See our collection of 14K and 
Sterling Charms and Bracelets 
Ithaca College Class Rings and Pins 
Ithaca's Exclusive Authorized Keepsake 
Dealer 
144 E. State St. AR 2 • 1810 
Open Fri. till 9:00 p.m. Frank Hammor 
WIHI IE llUE ii"'[}={! IE IB© VS A IR [E • • o 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
V 
IHI UC KIEV'S 
MUSDC STORIE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
there's a live band ... Discotheque on Sunday, Tuesdlay, 
Wednesday and Thursdays (no cover charge) 
there's a dining room, 5 to 9 ... German-American food 
AIL u IHIIEUID)!Ell..131E~G 
408 IEddy Street 273-3376 
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Vogei & $tehw«nB'flI 
Named /A$ !Mew 
Englis~ iPr@q$ 
The appointment of two new 
members of the English faculty 
at Ithaca College was announced 
today. 
Sanford Schwartz has been 
named assistant professor, and 
Jane Vogel has been named 
instructor. 
Prof. Schwartz comes from the 
University of Cincinnati where 
he has been assistant professor. 
His special field is Shakespeare 
and Elizabethan literature. He 
has been a member of the Uni-
versity of Arizona faculty. 
He has the B.A. and M.A. de-
grees from the University of 
Chicago, and is completing work 
for his doctorate at Cornell. 
1J'nckle Y OWJir 
Mondl-Wat~ 
LI [f'BVOQl 
This Week 
Tho Golden Oldies 
1. Who sang. . . . Protty Littlo 
Angel Eyes? 
2. Who sang. . . . Raindrops? 
3. Robert and Johnny, Johnnie 
and Joe, and Santo and Johnny 
were all groups with number 
one hits but which one sang 
Tear Drop? 
4. What group failed to show 
at ·the I.F.C. weekend last year? 
5. Who did the Bristol Stomp? 
6. Who sang Harbor Lights? 
Answers 
Miss Vogel, who has taught at s.1ane1a aqJ, ·9 
Wingate High School, Brooklyn, srraAOa aqJ, ·s 
has an A.B. degree from Hunter stre:iµaureun Glf.J Ptlll Kef ·v 
College and a Master's degree h:auqor puu OltreS ·c 
from Cornell. She was a grad- 31.:mJ:J ooa ·i 
lrlRIElE IOIELDVEIRY 
RusselD Stover Candies 
Cosmetics - Prescriptions 
HOURS 
I 
Monday-Saturday-9·00 A.M. to l 0:00 P.M. 
Sunday & Holiday-9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. 
Triphammer Shopping Center Ithaca, N.Y. 
Just Across From The 
Grand Union 
CLOVER CLUB-
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every Evening 
0 
Exotic Oriental Dancers 
Every Night But Sunday 
• 
Sundays • Rock & Roll 
!For !Free Love 
and 
HALLMARK CARDS 
see 
MELVIN 
uate teaching fellow at Cornell, ,_ _____ _:aa'I~~SfJ.IIl:)~~J"I~~===========iif============; 
before joining the Ithaca College at 
faculty. 
N-ew _ .Faculty 
(Con~inued from page 2) 
. Mrs. :Garland, a teaching assis-
tant- at Cornell during the past 
year, received the B.A. degree 
from Tulane University in 1964, 
and the M.A. degree from Cor-
nell .in June of this year. She 
held Tulane Scholarships fur 
two years, and a Woodrow Wil-
son Scholarship for one year. 
She is a member of Phi Beta 
Kappa. 
CLASSIFIED AD 
SPU,"ET PIANO BAE.GAIN Responsible 
p:,rty to t:,ke over low monthly p:,y. 
mcnte on a opinot piano • can be seen 
locally - Write Credit Manager, P.O. 
Box 35. Cortland, Ohio 
.uowARDjo11nson'S 
Restaurant 
Rt. 13 & Triphammer Rd. 
FISH FRY 
(ALL YOU CAN EAT) 
Fried Fish, Lemon Wedge 
French Fried Potatoes, Cole Slaw 
Tartar Sauce 
Assorted Breads and Butter 
$1.29 
,. Every Wednesday & Friday from-5 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Come see us a11' our new shop 
handcrafts · - gifll"s 
lhancllwrough11' jewelry 
IBIETTY MDllAIR.D-]28 Easi' Seneca S11'. 
Dthaca, N.Y. 272-8641 
RUSSELL'S )!iii~ 
SERVICE CHARJAN'S I 
STATION 
211 W. STATE ST. 
at 
FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY 
Open 24 Hours-7 Days 
273-3711 
Corner of State & Tioga 
Ithaca may not have . 
an opera house 
a fF rench Restaurant 
• • 
or a Rolls-Royce dealer 
... but it does have one of the outstanding 
men's clothing stores in the United States* 
"60 SECONDS FROM STATE'' 
106 South Cayuga 
* Awarded "Certificate of Distinction11 by the brand names_ 
foundation-the only men1s store in the last 14 years in New 
York State to be awarded this great honor. 
B.OOK AT THE BRANDS YOU'LL SEE 
e, Alligator ' © Hickock Belts 
C, Botany '500' 9 ·viyella 
-
GI) Timely clothes G Adler Hose 
• Northcool 0 Munsing Wear e Campus Hall GIi Jamsonite 
C, Manhattan Shirts O Dexter Shoes 
• Interwoven Hose 9 Freeman Shoes G» London Fog e McGregor 
e Jodc:ey Shotrs e After Six Formals 
• Nathaway Shirts • Barron Anderson 0 Jade East 0 Canoe Toiletries 
• Brookshire e Rebert Bruce 
• HIS Sportswear G Revere 
• Levis e Lee Slacks 
• U.S. Keds e Stanley Blacker 
• Stetson Hats e Glen Oaks 
• Pendleton - e Leeds Luggage 
• Swank O Dickie Slacks 
' 
l 
~ 
I 
i 
J 
__ , 
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,)NIC/B NEWS <CAIL!EN IO>AIR OIF Greek Highlights 
<..... ' 
Expanded Program 
One of the many jingles . heard 
on WICB AM is, "The bright ex-
citing sound of tomorrow . . ." 
and perhaps that has never been 
as true as it is this year on "all 
Collegiate Radio." Things have 
been happening at the studios 
located in down.4'wn Ithaca. 
During ithe summer, ·approval 
was obtained for the station to 
become a member, of the Mutual 
- Broadcasting Systein. This now 
makes WICB AM ri.t: one of the 
few college stationk to be affili-
ated with a leading national net-
work. This association provides 
the college audience with one of 
the best news repQrti.ng services 
available. The Mutual News Net-
-work has correspondents through-
out ·the world, broadcasting live 
reports periodically. This allows 
Ithaca College to get on the spot 
reports from important news 
centers of the _world. 
The local news will now re-
ceive expanded coverage. Larry 
Price, News Director, will pre-
sent his ''Forum" during the 
year. Th~ presentation, which 
was a success last spring, will 
invite personalities of the 
campus to be interviewed by 
staff members of the Ithacan 
and WICB._ 
" 
,_ 
FM Begins Saturday 
WICB FM will soon take to 
the air waves. On Saturday, 
Sept. 17th, the station will begin 
operations with ithe first football 
game of the season, Ithaca vs. 
Westchester. The station beard 
on the campus. and throughout 
the city of Ithaca will once 
again follow its policy of "Some-
thing for Everyone . . ." with 
classical and pop music as ·well 
as gpecial events. A new show 
is in ithe planning stage, which 
will present various local music 
groups in a live presentation 
each week. 
Meeting Held 
At a meeting held with the 
staff of the two radio stations, 
many new and interesting ideas 
were discussed. The 50 people 
involved with the operations 
agreed that this should prove to 
be an exciting year for radio at 
Ithaca College. 
\ 
ACADEMY 
BEAUTY SALON 
113 S. Cayuga St. 
WICIB Top Ten 
This Last 
Week Week 
1 3 CHERISH 
Association 
2 1 YOU CAN'T HURRY 
LOVE 
Supremes 
3 5 BUS STOP 
Hollies 
4 2 SUNSIIlNE SUPER-
MAN 
Donovan 
5 17 ELEANOR RIGBY 
Beatles 
6 9 TURN-DOWN DAY 
Cyrkle 
7 7 GUANTANAMERA 
Sandpipers 
8 6 WOULDN'T IT BE 
NICE 
Beach Boys 
9 12 BEAUTY IS ONLY 
SKIN DEEP 
Temptations 
10 14 SUNNY AFrER-
NOON 
Kintis 
!EVIE N 1'S 
Saturday, September 17-
2:00 p. m., Varsity Fotball, West 
Chester, Football Field 
Monday, September 19-
8: 15 p. m., Olatunji and His 
ALPHA EPSILON RHO DEL TA I-HI ZETA 
The brothers and sisters of Delta Phi Zeta, social sorority, 
Alpha Epsilon Rho wish to ex- welcomes all the Fresh.men, 
tend a sincere welcome to all Greeks and Upperclassmen to a 
Drums of Passion, Gymnas- freshmen in the Radio.Television new year at Ithaca College. 
The sorority began this year 
with its annual Welcome Back 
Greek Party on September 13,' 
1966. Greeks from all sororities 
and fraternities were invited, 
and they danced to music pro-
vided by Charlie Stone and the 
Free Styles. Refreshments were 
also served. We thank all the 
Greeks, who helped to make ithe 
party so successful 
ium 
Tcesday, September 20-
8:15 p. m., C. P. Snow Science 
Lecture, Stephen Barker, Sci-
ence Building 
EXHIBITIONS 
Museum of Art-
Tuesday • Saturday, 10:30 a. m. 
5:00 p, m. 
Department as well as our new 
faculty members. AERho, the 
National Honorary Radio-Tele-
vision Fraternity, will soon an-
nounce the date and time for its 
traditional "Welcome" dance. At 
this time freshmen will be given 
the opportunity of meeting their 
classmates and faculty in an in-
formal gathering. 
In the works at this time, ac-
cording to fraternity president, 
Debbi Fortune, is the Annual 
AERho banquet for Parent's 
Delta Phi Zeta gives their 
best wishes to Donna McKay and 
Linda Corrin, who became en-
gaged this past summer. 
Cross Section of Contemporary Weekend, and several profes-
Art sional projects still in the plann- We hope everyone 
and successful 
has a 
school ing stage. happy 
year. 
Pick Hit-ALL STRUNG OUT 
14th National Print Exhibition 
Selections from the Perman-
ent Collections 
I lrREE RIDE Nino Tempo & April 
Stevens Egbert Union-
Compiled by Al Rosen Woodcuts by Irving Amen 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 
TO !FINE DINNER 
SUNNYSIDE'S SUNNYBUS SERVICE 
Tuesday through Sunday 5-8 p.m. - Groups of 4 to 7 
Phone AR 3-1200 for free round-trip pickup service. 
Student Dinner Special $1.25 
~ppointments not necessary 
7 Operators for 7 Tastes 
Ray Robinson-Rothschild's Dept. Store. 
First Floor 
SUNNYSIDE 
RESTAURANT 
Elmira Road and Meadow St. 
where the GOOD food is 
Open evenings till 10:00 p.m. BADGES- FAVORS- MUGS-TROPHIES ,, 
Phone AR 2-5460 Phone AR 2-5000 
cu~~~~~~~. 
DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE 
TRIPHAMMER SHOPPING CENTER ITHACA, NEW YORK 
- . 
OPEN DA~~y 1~0 p~~~- FREE PARKING . 
FREE 
JJAMESWAY !BUS SCIHIIEIDlUJlLlE 
BTH.ACA COLLIEGIE: 
!Leaves D.C. Studen!l' llJnion 
CORNELL UNBVERSBTY: 
i.ei;;ves Men's Dorms (!Flag !Pole) 
II.eaves Girls' Dorms (Dixorn IH!cnll) 
II.eaves Hasbrook Apts. (Pl. Grove lltcll.) 
Arrives call' .Bamesway 
R.IEAVES JAMESWA Y 
11 :OS A.M. and Reverses all,ove li'Ol\llQ-e 
Arriving at Ithaca College all' 
10:30 A.M. 
10:40 A.M~ 
10.45 A.M. 
10:50 A.M. 
10:55 A.M. 
111:25 A.M. 
Schedule Repeats Every IHlour ••• last!' IB1111s leaves .Bamesway all' 9:CS p.m. 
. -
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Arts and Science Dean's List: '66 
-., 
Ahrens, Sandra F. Desch, Carol J. 
Almond, Judith E. • Deutsch, Robert C. 
Apsell, Penny Dreaney, Kent E. 
0 Bacldund, Robert S. "Erickson, James P. 
Baker, Daniel L. •Foody, Jerome J. 
Baker, Deborah A. Granbaum, Barbara M. 
Baker, William T. Gerbino,· Kenneth J. 
0 Barneis,_Robin E. Girard, Judith A. 
Barry, Barbara A. Gr~t, Laura E. 
0 Barry, Lynn S. Gr;y, Brian H. 
"'Barsky, Lewis E. Groden, Marsha L. 
Batinkoff, B. Camel Guarnieri, Robert R. 
• Beale, Janet R. Hainsworth, Judith L. 
Benson, Jane H. Halpern, Susan L. 
Berman, Tina T. Harkins, Mina L. 
•Brazier, Sheryl •Harwood, Jane A. 
Brown, David Heim, Doris K. 
Brown, Elizabeth A. Heimlich, Sue A. 
Brown, Jeremiah E. •Herzog, Karin L. 
"'Burd, Samuel Heydt, Patricia A. 
•canavor, April L. Hoerner, Elizabeth 
Capriotti, Anthony D. •Hoff, Lynda E. 
Carey, Michael J. Hoffman, Rita H. 
Chapman, Karen L. Howard, Bonnie L. 
Chapman, Kathleen Humphreys, David E. 
Cheek, Christina R. Hunt, Willard C. 
Ciaschi, Fn;derick •Iorio, Patrick E. 
Clarke, Bruce M. Jacobson, Edna L. 
Cohen, Martin S. Jacobson, Marjorie D. 
Cohn, Elvia M. J awetz, Susan L. 
"'Colman, Ellen G. Jenove, Carol A. 
Condon, Mari)y11 T. Johnson, Patricia M. 
•cousins, Norman L. Jones, Drayton G. 
Crane, Cynthia J. Jones, Hope A. 
Cuomo, Stella B. Judd, Cynthia 
0 Davies, Diana R. Kaplan, Amy R. 
Demartino, John D. Karlsen, Thomas F. 
Demotte, Charles M. Karson, Daniel E. 
FOOTB.ALD.. WEEKEND DANCE 
SATURDAY NITE-8:30-UNION REC. 
$ .75 Stag IBIEER 1.25 Drag 
sponsored by DELTA SIGMA Pl 
lnternatior;ial Professional Business Fraternity 
BOOL 9S 
215 IE. STATIE ST. 
!FLOWER 
SHOP 
To Whom Dt May Concern: 
Kielbania, Andrew J. 
"'Klein, Stewart 
Kramer, Jeffrey C. 
Krancer, Roger B. 
•Landmesser, Doris M. 
Leonardson, Karen An. 
Levy, Marjorie S. 
Lindemann, Bonnie J. 
'"Linsky, Monica A. 
Lucas, Gary 
"'Lyke, David G. 
Mackenbach, Mary L. 
• Mazza, E. Sherid 
Mcglen, Nancy E. 
Miller, Barbara A. 
•Montelione, Diane C. 
Montford, Kathryn E. 
•Moore, Arthur H. 
•Murdock, Richard E. 
Muschamp, Elizabeth A. 
•Neary, Katherine J. 
•O'Connell, Mary K. 
Odair, Robert M. 
Onat, Jaime 
Palmer, Harry N. 
•Pariser, Lawrence H. 
Piper, Marsha, M. 
Posner, Mavis J. 
Powell, Tuck K. 
•Quay, Karen F. 
Ramsey, David B. 
Restivo, Elaine A. 
Revelle, Barbara J. 
Rosenberg, Devera E. 
0 Ronseblood, Barry P. 
Rosenblum, Carol I. 
Rouder, Madeline R. 
Ryther, Warren B. 
._, THE NEW 
COLLEGE SP.A. 
George Atsecles, Your Host 
College Spa the Most 
216 E. STATE STREET 
Charles Boykin's 
Body Shop 
Radiator-Body Work-Glass 
FREE ESTIMATES 
319 W. State St. 
272-6050 
The ITHACAN os offering a 15% discount for 
411 advertisin.g for Othaca. College organiza-
tions. 
We are malkong this offer in order to enable 
your organization to utilize the ITHACAN for 
·advertising your activities as well as facili-
tating your limited budget. 
FoD" furtheir information call Ext. 3730 
Lois Moses -
Ad ·. M v.er.t,_s,_ng __ .. anag_er 
I 
'--
' 
Sandler, Thomas. R. 
Sardella, Linda J. 
Schwab, Charles W. 
Schwartz, Harriet L. 
Sellers, Judith C. 
Shanker, Judd S. 
Shindhelm, Bruce- E. 
Slater, Nancy 
Sonberg, Steven 
Stanley, Janet F. 
0 Stiehler, Robert M. 
Stukey, Sharon L. 
Swartz, Richard H. 
•Tabaczyk, Gerald J. 
Tam, Sandra M. 
•Tirak, John A. 
Traverson, Donata 
Twining, Gail E. 
•Vanpatten, Elizabeth 
Varney, Ellen L. 
Vollmer, David P. 
VonSoosten, John L. 
Wall, Matthew B. 
Wallace, Stephe~_P. 
Warren, Robert J. 
•Waterman, Natalie E. 
Watros, Roger G. 
Weisbord, Anne R. 
WesoJowski, Noreen R. 
0 White, Steven C. 
•weisenthal, Michael D. 
Willcox, Susanna R. 
Worthen, John D. 
Wunderle, Helen B. 
Zuckerman~ Robert N. 
Zysk, .;R.of?ertJ~ 
• indicates seniors 
This is the 
-, . 
Swingline 
Tot Stapler 
Ondud.lnc 1000 ltaples) 
Lm1ter me COB Dea: 
Stapler Ollly $1.~9 
No bln:er than II pack or gum-but P.Acb · 
tho punch or • blc deal! Relill1 11vailable 
~beno. Unconditionally ll\1S!1tDtced. Tariety':1 ~-:;,::i°t it at 8%l(J1 ltatioaerY, 
J . 
..s:~INC. 
long Island Clty, N.Y. lllOl 
e • 
1aao ac-m,q, p,q:,e •J»!I iDJ 
"'l'U'l'l"'11~'1puad• pua$' .,...~ is,,11 Mn •,t,,iu:, -=l!I macp ' 
.... qa.p,qg "U111(1qg .uu. JO 4iJD . 
"ID JO "ID inoq• ~ •.ia,n •pay 
IMJU-Z: eql.JOinl>JlllpllDUSJ 
•11 'l•lll ~ ·o..nau "I SlraA\SNV . 
MOVIE R0EVIEW 
. (q~tinu.ecl from page 5) 
aunt. As Cupid and. Hollywood would have it, the boy and girl 
are the same age, as are the policeman and the rather attractive 
aunt. This contrivance is only the first in a· film based on the 
ridiculous. 
. When the uncle ·arrives on· the scene he immediately be-
comes the villain and informs the boy he is going to kill him 
thus getting the inheritance due the lad. The nephew tips off 
his playmate-and they in tum plot to kill uncle before he gets 
them. The policeman and the aunt do nothing but send the 
kids o~f by- themselves (in the middle of the. night, _no less). 
Watchmg what the policeman has planned for the aunt would 
be no doubt intriguing, but the audience is saddled with the 
children instead. 
Had the film been played for laughs it might have suc-
ceeded, for one finds himself laughing anyway. Alfred Hitch-
cock has said a horror film has to be believable to be frightening, 
thus Let's Kill Uncle cannot even offer a good scare. Too.many 
implausible events and ·cheap directorial tricks ruin any chance 
for involvement or interest. Screenwriter Mark Robison tried 
almost every horror cliche; a scarface~, crippled fisherman, a 
deserted hotel, ·a pool of sharks, 'lightning, graveyards, and 
hypnotism. None of them were backed by enough 'credibility 
however to get the desired effects. Suspense tricks do not suc-
ceed on an audience that has not been allowed to get involved 
with the main characters. 
Director Castle does sneak in one or two good shocks, but 
these too, as does the rest of the film, become ultimately point-
less and juvenile. Nigel Green as the ne'er-do-well uncle offers 
the film's only entertainment-he had the right idea and played 
it for farce. If one is planning on the movies this week, try 
Let's Talk About Women, and leave the killing for the kids. 
Go Bombers· 
1
'Welcome Students•• 
ORMOND1S 
· 134 E. State Street 
Downtown Ithaca 
Complete line of Sportswear, Lingerie, -
Fcundations and Hosiery 
Open Mondays and Fridays 
9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Weekdays and Saturdays 
9 a.m.-5:30 p.m • 
RAY SEARS ATLANTIC , 
CORNER OF GREEN & CAYUGA r·-=-._J 
Welcomes all I.C. Students 
Student charge accounb welcome 
Complete car service_..::.:-Pic:k up & delivery available 
What 11we11 sell 11we" guarantee 
go1c1en D~ 
_. _ ervvu, t,ut 
Featuring Belgian Waffles with 
Strowberrie~ and Whipped Cream 
Golden Fried Chiken Seafoods 
Subs & Sandwiches 
Phone AR 3-6743 
433 N. Cayuga St., Ithaca, N.Y. 
Open noon till midnight 
/ 
PATTEN.'S JEWELERS 
Antique and Estate Jewelry 
306 STATE ST. 
Diamonds, Rubies, Emeralds, 
Sapphires 
•.:...-----------------------.;J 
NA VY STYLE WOOL 
C.P.o·. SHIRTS 
7.88 ·g 9.88 
11MOD11 STYLE PEA COATS 
12.88 & UP 
HIP HUGGER JEANS 
4.88 & UP 
Bell Bottoms or Regular 
HAROLD'S ~~~ 
106 N. Cayuga St. 
PARTHENON 
RESTAURANT 
For a combination 
of good food 
and pleasant 
atmosphere 
116 N. Aurora Street· 
Ithaca 
IBarnetts' Sunoco 
519 W. STATE ST. 
272-9881 
0 
''We're proud of 
our lube jobs" 
0 
Ted and Rollie 
Tastee-- Freez 
316 Elmira Rd. 
Sodas e Sundaes 
50 Flavors of Shakes 
Hamburgers 
· Hot Dogs 
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 
Ithaca College and Comell's most exciting Drinking Spot 
HOME OF THE FAMOUS 
''RUSTIC 
TAPROOM'l) 
Enioy the rvstic pine atmosphere and the wag~n wheel lights see the wall of the 
All Americans. Carve your initials in the table of 60,000 Ithaca College and 
Comell initials. See our gallery of all-time track and crew greats. 
ITHACA COLLEGE FUN PLACE FOR OVER 50 YEARS 
On Tap-Large St~in.err SchDitz fBeeir 25c 
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Roster for Dream World Series 
Chosen; 3 Actives Included 
BABE RUTH, KOUF AX HEAD PLAYER LIST AS BALLOTING ENDS; 
EBBETS FIELD IS CHOSEN FOR DREAM WORLD SERIES OPENER 
Philadelphia, September 16, 1966-With over a million votes cast by the public, 
national balloting for the Dream World Series has ended and the roster of baseball 
"greats" has been chosen. Radio outlets across the nation will in a few weeks 
broadcast every baseball fan's secret wish, a world series with the all-time top 
players, produced and syndicated by Triangle Stations. 
Babe Ruth drew the largest number of votes, followed by Willie Mays and 
Stan Musial. Sandy Koufax drew the most votes among pitchers. Brooks Robinson, 
Baltimore Orioles third baseman, joint Mays and Koufax as the three series names 
who are still active players. 
Ebbets Field will return like Brigadoon as the site of the opener and all other 
games hosted by the National League. Koufax will face Walter Johnson in the 
opening contest. 
Here is the full roster of players: 
1966 DREAM WORLD SERIES 
AMERICAN LEAGUE '---
Lou Gehrig 
Charlie Gehringer 
Phil Rizzuto 
Brooks Robinson• 
Yogi Berra 
Ty Cobb 
Joe DiMaggio 
Babe Ruth 
·waiter Johnson 
Bob Feller 
Cy Young 
Lefty Grove 
Lefty Gomez 
0 Still active players 
First Base 
Second Base 
Shortstop 
Third Base 
Catcher 
Left Field 
Center Field 
Right Field 
Pitchers 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
Bill Terry 
Rogers Hornsby 
Honus Wagner 
Pie Traynor 
Roy Campanella 
Stan --Musial 
Willi~ays" 
Mel Ott 
Sandy Koufax• 
Christy Mathewson 
Carl Hubbell 
Warren Spahn 
Grover Alexander 
The top listed pitcher in each league received the largest number of votes 
and will therefore pitch the first game. The second listed pair, receiving the second 
largest number of votes, will pitch the second game. If there is a sixth game, the 
pitchers will.be the same as the first game. If there is a seventh game, the pit<:her~ 
will be those of the second game. 
Les Keiter, Triangle sports director and one of the industry's most dis-
tinguished sportscasters, will narrate the play-by-play coverage of each game in 
two-hour broadcasts, complete with player interviews, anecdotes and all the color 
and suspense of a live World Series game. His re-creations are based on pro-
grammed results from the Kardon Computing Center at Franklin Institute. 
Sporting News, the weekly baseball bible, has supplied the lifetime records of 
all players. These incredibly detailed statistics are being fed into a Honeywell 
computer which will "play'' the contests to be brought to life by Mr. Keier. Here, 
dictated by tradition, is the batting order for all games: 
"'\, 
AL. N.L. 
Cobb Hornsby 
Gehringer -Musial 
Ruth Mays 
Gehrig Ott 
DiMaggio Terry 
Berra Traynor 
Robinson Campanella 
Rizzuto Wagner 
pitcher pitcher 
The Dream World Series station lineup is headed by WNBC, New York; 
KLAC, Los Angeles; WCOP, Boston: and Triangle's five AM outlets. 
GEORGIE'S 
!Restaurant & Lounge 
128 S. Cayuga 106 W. Green - ltha-c:a, N.Y. 
WIELCOMIE 
AILR. O.C. STUDENTS & S1"A!FIF 
After the Games Dine with us 
Delicious Meals and All Legal Beverages 
Hal's DeDicatesse111 
0 
The Only Real 
Delicatessen in Ithaca 
0 
FEATURING: 
Cheese Blintzes 
Potato Pancakes 
Hot Pastrami 
Triple Decker 
Sandwiches 
0 
Across from the 
Strand Theatre 
309 E. State Street 
Phone: AR 3-7765 
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Bombers Shoot:_ing for No. 12· 
BARTON'S BANDITS 
LEAD DEFENSE 
At two o'clock tomorrow after-
noon, the Ithaca College Bomber 
football squad will take the 
South Hill gridiron in defense 
TENTATIVE STARTING 
LINEUPS 
OFFENSE 
LE-Al Guenther 
of a two season, eleven game 
LT-Jim Snead 
winning streak. Its opponent will 
LG-Joe Cassarella be a formidable squad from West-
chester State in Pennsylvania C-Tim Clair 
(Westchester was I.C.'s last con- RG--Steve Hyman 
queror in 1964 with a 12-6 RT-Ed Kowalski 
victory). RE-Red Doylon 
QB-Frank Slattery 
The Bombers will field veteran, 
RH-Dan Iezzi 
aggressive defense and an injury-
LH-Frank Fazio 
riddled offense. "Barton's Band- FB-Bob Armstrong 
its" led by Senior Captain Dave 
Barton, have retained the services DEFENSE 
of ten lettermen and if they are LE-Bob Congdon 
able to "psych" themselves to last LT-George Kiley 
year's peak, the Bomber goal line LG--Chuck Schirmer 
will be well protected. c -Bill Home 
The success or failure of the RG-Larry LeFebre 
offensive unit is questionable. RT-Neil DeRosa 
Senior signal-caller Frank Slat- RE-John Michalak 
-tery, himself recovered from a MONSTER-Lou Spiotti 
recent ankle injury, will have LH- John Neyenhouse 
to dire<:t an attack trat finds it- SAFETY-Dave Barton 
self without the services of back- RH-Rene VanCauwengerge 
up halfback Bill Ervan and start- Game captains are Spiotti and 
ing tackle Bob Burnham. Guenther 
Both starting halfbacks Dan 
Lezzi and Frank Fazio and full-
back Bob Armstrong will be play-
ing at less than top form because 
of leg injuries. At present, the 
most effective Bomber weapon 
may well be TAPE. 
THE DERBY 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
Featuring the Singing of 
Charlie Star every 
Friday & Saturday nites 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Elmira Rd. 
272-9715 
1966 SCHEDULE 
Sept. 17-Westechester 
Sept. 24-at Tufts 
Oct. I-Montclair 
Oct 8-at Cortland 
Oct. 15-Susquehanna 
Oct. 22-at C. W. Post 
OcJ;. 29-Bridgeport 
Nov. 5-at American Inter-
national 
WAA 
Get Acquainted Party 
A Get Acquainted Party will 
be held by the WAA on Wednes-
day, September 21, at 7:00 p.m. 
in the Egbert Union Rec. Room. 
The purpose of this meeting is 
to acquaint all interested Ithaca 
College women with the W AA 
program. Refreshments will be 
served. 
Officials Clip 
The W AA Officials Club has 
planned a complete program for 
Ithaca College women. Workshop 
experience, clinics, ratings, and 
officiating opportunities ,at out-
side schools will be offered. 
For addtional information call 
Lynn . Ryan, CO-Ordinating chair-
man, at 272-9899. 
W AA and MIAA Plan 
Some Co - Rec Activities 
lanes starting Oct. 17; co-rec 
bowling will meet Wed: and Fri. 
nights beginning Oct. 7. 
Fall activities in the intra- will be daily at the stables at 
mural sports program for all 5; weight lifting; starting Sept. 
Ithaca College students will soon 19, will be held daily from 3-5 
begin. Some activities of the in the weight lifting room; the 
Woman's Athletic Association Karate Cluo will.. meet at the 
and the Men's Intramural Athle- Phys. Ed. Center, beginning 
tic Association will be organized Sept. 19, on Mon., Wed., Fri, 
o·n a co-recreational basis. from 7-9; the Bowling League 
The W AA has planned the fol- will meet daily at the bowling 
lowing schedule: co-rec volley 
Hotel 
Leonardo 
cocktail lounge 
Air Conditioned 
273-1893 
105 N. Aurora St. 
ball will be held Mon. and ---------------------------. 
Thurs., from 3-5 on the quad; 
the Hockey Club will moet ~ri 
the Intramural Field I, from 
4:30-5:30; hockey intramurals, 
organized on a class team basis, 
will meet Wed., from 3-4:30, on 
the Intramural Field I; open 
swimming will be held at the 
pool, on Tues., from 7-9; syn-
chronized swimming will be held 
on Thurs., from 7-9; co-rec swim-
ming will be on Wed. and Sun. 
from 7-9 and on Sat., from 1-3. 
The MIAA has planned the 
following sports schedule: start-
ing Sept. 20, the Football League 
will meet daily at 5, n the intra-
mural field; the All College 
Football Tourney will be Nov. 
1, on the Intramural field; on 
Sept. 28-29, at 3, the Tennis Co-
rec Tourney will be held on the 
tennis courts; the Cross Country 
WELCOME STUDENTS 
Come to lthacn Sporting Goods for your 
footbaH, soccer, lacrosse, tennis & golf needs 
Open a FRATERNITY CHARGE ACCOUNT for 
your team needs at 
420 Eddy Street 
POW! ZAP! BANG! 
Ithaca College Karate Club is holding its 
· first meeting on Wednesd.ay, ·Septemb«:'r 21 
· at 7:00 in Gym 3 
Run will be Nov. 14, at 5; riding L..--------------------------' 
IF YOU SHO-P 
AT THE BRAND NEW 
JUST ONCE 
DURING OUR GALA 
GRAND 
OPENING 
You'll come BACK and 
BACK 
BACK 
·BACK 
• • • 
. ,; . 
• • • 
and BACK. 
• • 
and BACK ••• 
& BACK ! ! ! 
and 
and 
FREE GIFTS To All Students 
No Purchase Ne~essary 
214-216 W, STATE ST., ITHACA, N. Y. 
